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An unprecedented freedom has been afforded the
American broadcaster in terms of the deregulated video
“payload” that can be transported via the MPEG-2 based
digital transmission system recently mandated by the
FCC. Broadcasters are free to transmit any variation on a
theme of flexible digital services.  Even by day-part, they
are free to transmit a mix of digital HDTV,  or multiple
services of widescreen or standard 4:3 aspect ratio
SDTV, and data broadcasting.  Sony has given a first
priority to supporting the creation of program material
for both HDTV and SDTV.

Most broadcasters are turning to the private sector
developed ATSC transmission standard to selectively
choose from the set of standardized digital video formats
— for either HDTV or SDTV — that are  contained in
Table 3 of the ATSC A/53 Document. There are many

choices, each with their own attributes and merits
appropriate to specific forms of digital broadcast
services. It will take some years for the marketplace to
clearly identify which are the primary formats that will
ultimately dominate.  Manufacturers must, in the
interim, seek ways to sensibly implement a number of
these formats based upon  the early requests they are
receiving from those broadcasters engaged in early
implementation of DTV.  Sony has taken our first major
step in addressing this unprecedented marketplace need
for managing multiple digital DTV formats. 

Sony is proud to offer both products and
systemization for a number of the more popular digital
formats. In the area of digital High Definition our HDVS
product line has reached a high state of maturity. All of
the core products to support program origination in

Introduction
The United States transition to Digital Television (DTV) is now
underway. A unique decade-long process produced the FCC Rulings
of 1996/97 that have clearly defined the transition schedule and
methodology.  1998 is the first year of practical implementation of
DTV.  NAB’98 is therefore a milestone event in that it presides over
the first serious industry search for core DTV products and
subsystems that are central to this implementation.



HDTV and post production are available in the 1920 x
1080 60/2:1 format specified in both the SMPTE 274M
HD Production standard and in the ATSC A/53
Transmission standard.  

In anticipation of the broadcast and program
production industry involvement with both digital HDTV
and digital SDTV,  these HDVS products have been
carefully designed to be  multipurpose. For example, our
HDVS cameras deliver digital HDTV signals according to
the SMPTE 292M serial HD SDI interface;  but they can
also simultaneously deliver some optional choices in
digital SDTV formats:  one,  is the popular ITU-601 based
4:2:2 format (presently dubbed the 480i format) which is
delivered via the SMPTE 259M SDI interface standard;  or,
an alternative progressively scanned version of this same
signal format (known as the 480p format).   Both of these

SDTV alternatives are downconverted from the “super-
sampled” digital HDTV format using sophisticated
interpolation techniques that ensure the highest quality of
either 480i or 480p  SDTV video alternatives.

Sony has given a special priority to mobile battery
operated acquisition of digital HDTV — in our unique
HDCAM digital acquisition system.  Such panoramic
outdoor wideangle HD imagery is expected to constitute a
driver in capturing the consumer attention to HDTV.  The
world’s first onepiece HD camcorder can capture 40
minutes of superb HDTV imagery in a single small 1/2-
Inch cassette.  Unimpeded handheld picture capture on
the sports field, in the most remote of locations,
underwater, mounted on Steadicam® stabilizers, or in
helicopters and small planes, or via remotely controlled
robotic systems — are all now made possible.  And again, 
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the multipurpose principle has been maintained – the
studio editing VTR for the HDCAM system also delivers a
1920 x 1080 60/2:1 digital HD output simultaneous with
a choice of either the same downconverted SMPTE
standard 4:2:2 digital 480i format,  or the alternative
progressive 480 P video format. 

A very important source of HDTV/SDTV program
origination will be shown in the form of Sony’s highly
innovative new Multi Resolution Telecine. Incorporating a
number of significant new technologies,  this telecine
produces the very highest quality HDTV video from
35mm, Super 16mm and 16mm motion picture films.
Anticipating the challenges of the very high digital
compression necessitated in the ATSC’s  DTV transmission
formats, special attention has been paid to ensuring superb
image steadiness and the highest signal to noise ratio for

this source HD video.  The telecine also extends the
philosophy of multipurpose operation — by offering
alternative downconversion options to either 480i or 480p
SDTV outputs, or even to 625/50 digital outputs to support
international program release.

All-Digital HDVS production switchers and
DME offer most of the contemporary creative features and
effects presently available in our line of equivalent  SDTV
products (the DVS/DME-7000 series).
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In 1981, Sony disclosed the High
Definition Video System (HDVS)
providing film-like picture quality
with an easy VTR operation. In
1984 Sony unveiled the first analog
HD 1-inch VTR product which was
followed in 1989 by the first digital
HD VTR (also a  one inch format) .
In 1997 Sony introduced the
world’s first one-piece HD
camcorder and its associated
editing VTR according to the digital
HDCAM format. They have already
gained an excellent reputation with
their first users in Japan,
particularly in the fields where high
picture quality is required such as
high-end drama, commercial
production, and some movie
production in. 

Now Sony has turned its
attention to the challenge of fully
supporting the transition to Digital
Television (DTV) in the United
States( and other areas as well). For
that, Sony proudly unveils the
HDCAM — the HDW-700A, a
compact integrated all-digital HD
camcorder and the high definition

digital editing 1/2-inch VTR, the
HDW-500. Both of them inherit all
of the operational advantages of the
well accepted Digital BETACAM®

format in addition to many new HD
functions. The HDW-700A’s
ergonomic design provides the
cameraperson with a whole new in-
the-field mobility for HD
production, supported by a dust-
proof, water-leakproof, and
mechanically robust body. 

The HDW-700A incorporates
Sony’s sophisticated HD digital
compression and digital processing
technologies, enabling a longer
recording time — 40 minutes with
an S cassette. Based upon advanced
and carefully designed ASIC, the
HDW-700A provides an extremely
high quality picture suitable for a
range of applications from sport
coverage, wildlife and documentary
shooting, on-location HD drama
and commercial production, while
maintaining the same size as the
Digital BETACAM camcorder. The
world’s first HD camcorder, with its
extraordinary picture quality and

superior mobility, has finally
realized the breakthrough needed
to meet the market demand for
digital HD field coverage. 

In order to easily integrate
into conventional SDTV systems
and enable users to smoothly
upgrade to high-definition systems,
the HDW-500 is a dual format VTR
providing both digital HDTV
outputs and SDTV outputs, while
maintaining the same compact size
as that of Digital Betacam
equipment, and also retaining the
same Sony interfaces that ensure
easy communications with other
SDTV video equipment. 

HDCAM is a powerful new
HDTV acquisition format that
spearheads Sony’s new HDVS
program origination system for
DTV. The multipurpose design
concept of this system, similar to
the HDC-700A/750A HDVS
cameras, squarely meets the needs
of broadcasters and program
producers who will provide both
HDTV and SDTV services. 

HDW-700A and HDW-500
(Digital HD One-piece Camcorder and Studio VTR)
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BKW-401
(VF Rotation Bracket) AC-550

(AC Adaptor)

BSC-1
(Setup Card)

HD Camcorder

VCT-14 (Tripod Adaptor)

HDW-700A

Audio
(1CH)

Test Out
(Y/PB/PR)

New Command
Remote Controller To monitor

WRR-Series
(Wireless Microphone System)BP-L90/L60

(Lithium-ion Battery)

New HD Camcorder System

The World’s first HD Camcorder.
Dust-proof, water-leak proof robust body design.

HDW-700A
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FEATURES

An HD studio-camera-like picture quality can be
obtained, by adopting Sony advanced HD DSP camera
processing, which
offers a variety of
important creative
picture adjustments,
such as 

skin tone detail
control, 

variable linear
matrix,

black gamma control,
and super EVS (Enhanced Vertical Definition
System)

• New 2-inch viewfinder — HDVF-20
As a dedicated viewfinder for 2/3-inch CCD HD
portable camera and camcorder, a new 2-inch
viewfinder HDVF-20, with a true 16:9 CRT, has been
specially developed. An electronic display showing on
aspect ratio of 4:3 zone on the screen is intended to
aid shooting 16:9 material that may be later converted
to a 4:3 mode.

• Powerful electronic shutter
A variety of Electronic Shutter functions greatly aid on-
location shooting: Clear Scan, ECS (Extended Clear
Scan) and EVS (Enhanced Vertical Definition System)
are all available. The Clear Scan and ECS are especially
effective for shooting computer displays, film displays,
and 50 Hz TV displays, which have vertical scanning
rates below 60 Hz. And, the EVS electronic function
permits a better balance between vertical resolution
and motion blur, that can  be optimized for different
scene contents.

• Multi-systems  
Switchable Field frequency 59.94 Hz or 60 Hz
facilitates operation in all broadcast and post
production environments. 

HDW-700A CAMERA PART
(Degital HD One-piece Camcorder)

TEST OUT

RM-B150

Y/PB/PR

HDM or PHM series

HDW-700A

Camcorder Remote Control

HDW-700A

HDVF-20

• New type 2/3-inch FIT HD CCD with 2,000,000 pixels
Achieves extremely high quality picture with high
sensitivity of F8 at 2000 Lux, an excellent S/N of 54
dB, and a virtually invisible smear level of -120 dB as a
result of a new advanced development in 2/3-inch FIT
HD CCD with 2,000,000 picture elements. 

• HD lens or conventional 2/3” lens mountable  
In addition to the  HD lens, the conventional 2/3” lens
now being used everyday on Sony SDTV portable
cameras and Betacam camcorders can also be used
with the HDW-700A to extend acquisition flexibility
and to ease migration to DTV. 

• Sony original HD DSP technology 
By executing Sony’s original HD DSP (Digital Signal
Processing) camera processing technology in the
circuits after VA(Video Amplifier) such as gamma, detail
and encoding circuits, unprecedented performance and
reliability are ensured. 

• Long continuous operating time
Long continuous operating time is achieved as a result
of newly developed low-power-consumption CCD
drive circuit, and Sony’s low-power high-speed CMOS
DSP technology — Approx. 120 min with one BP-L90
lithium-ion battery or 80 min with one BP-L60. 

• Various picture adjustment functions 
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• Adopts HDCAM format  
As the HDW-700A is designed to be used for EPF, EC,
and EFP, long duration continuous recording is a
primary design target. The HDCAM format utilizes a
new high-density recording method, which,  in
combination with the newly developed HD Digital
Compression Technology, enables the HDW-700A to
achieve the goal of a longer recording time — 40
minutes per one S cassette, which also contributes to a
considerable saving in running cost. 

• Ergonomic design of connectors and control switches  
Unlike other camcorders, the HDW-700A has been
designed to be used for high definition EFP, EC, and
ENG. Sony carefully considered this point in re-
arranging the connectors and control switches to
optimal positions, enabling the cameraperson to obtain
a comfortable operation. For example, the frequently
used remote control terminals have been relocated
backward to improve operational efficiency.

• Robust design
As another imperative for field coverage, the HDW-700A
has retained the field-proved Digital BETACAM
camcorder’s design concept, including a dust-proof,
water-leakproof, and mechanically  robust body. This,
in combination with the unique HDCAM recording
format, ensures high recording integrity under the most
severe environment conditions. 

• External reference signals
The HDW-700A’s built-in time code generator can be
locked to an external time code signal for multi-system
operation. 

• Full color video and audio monitoring 
Full quality color HD component video and audio
playback are provided directly from the camcorder
without external adapter. This facilitates in-the-field
viewing of “dailies.” 

• High fidelity sound recording 
The HDW-700A has two channels for 16-bit AES/EBU
digital audio input, which ensures high fidelity “sync”
sound recording in the field. 

• Other advantages  
The HDW-700A inherits all the advantages of the
Digital Betacam Camcorder — DVW-700, such as LTC
and VITC recording, LTC playback, compact, light
weight, etc. 

BKW-401, VF Rotation Bracket 

BP-L60A/L90A, Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery Pack 

BC-L100, Battery Charger for BP-L90A and BP-L60A

LC-HD7, Carrying Case 

Ergonomic design of connectors and switches for
EFP, EC, and ENG applications. 

Long continuous recording — 124 minutes per one L cassette
and 40 minutes per one S cassette. 

HDW-700A VTR PART
(Degital HD One-piece Camcorder)

Optional accessories for HDW-700:

FEATURES
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HKDV-501, HD-525 Down Converter Board
Both 1125 and 525 signals can be output at the same
time. 

HKDV-502, HD Line Converter Board 
1080 lines or 1035 lines switchable. 

HKDV-503, HD Digital Video Controller
Able to adjust both HD and 525 outputs from the
HDW-500, the HKDV-501 optional HD-525 down
converter and the built-in image enhancer in the HKDV-
501. Up to 99 setup data can be stored. 

HKDV-504, HD Dubbing Interface Board
With DUB IN and DUB OUT for dubbing the HD signals
effectively. 

HKDV-505, HD Editing Processor Board 
Enables simultaneous playback during editing. 

HKDV-506, SDTI Board
BKDW-509, 50-pin Parallel Remote Kit 
RMM-110, Rack Mount Kit 

Optional accessories for HDW-500:

• Plug-in down converter board— HKDV-501
With an optional SDTV down converter board installed, the
HDW-500 provides a variety of SDTV outputs in addition to
HDTV outputs. The SDTV outputs include three SDI
interfaces, one analog composite, in addition to SDTV sync.
The SDI outputs are either D-1 component SDI or D-2
composite SDI selectable from the front panel of the HDW-
500 through a menu operation. 

• Plug-in line converter board — HKDV-502  
The optional line converter board provides superb quality
variable speed Dynamic Tracking® playback, and bi-
directional vertical filtering between the two active line
standards of 1080 (SMPTE 274M) and 1035(SMPTE 260M/
240M). 

• Digital video controller— HKDV-503  
The output video signals can be adjusted from an optional
digital video controller or from the local control panel.
Through this adjustment, the basic video/ sync parameters of
HD output, SD output, and image enhancer, can be set up
independently. 

• Adopts 1/2-inch cassette 
The 1/2-inch Betacam cassette-size offers a benefit to fully
utilize present-day  SDTV equipment such as tape library
machines to reduce running cost and for easy tape handling. 

• Other advantages
HDCAM technology allows the HDW-500 retain the same
easy-operation while maintaining the compact size and
lightweight of the Digital Betacam VTR. It is mountable in
any standard 19-inch rack.

• Adopts HDCAM™ format  
The HDCAM is a state-of-the-art HD recording technology
specially developed to obtain high picture quality, longer
recording time, lower power consumption, and all Digital
BETACAM operational advantages. To achieve these goals, a
refined tape format based on  Digital BETACAM technology
has been adopted, and more than 15 different types of large-
scale LSI and ASIC have been newly developed and
incorporated within the camera and VTR sections. For
instance, in order to compress the 1.5 Gbps HD digital RGB
camera output signal in real time, a powerful high-speed
ASIC encoder/compressor ASIC has been implemented. 

With HDCAM format’s new high-density recording
technology and its newly developed HD Digital Compression
Technology, the HDW-500 provides superlative picture
quality and a long recording time — 124 minutes per one L
cassette and 40 minutes per one S cassette, which contributes
to save running cost. 

• New HDCAM tape
A completely new HDCAM tape has been adopted in order
to ensure the reliable recording of the HDCAM format’s
record frequency of 0.49 um. For that, a new metal magnet
powder, half of the size of that used in Digital BETACAM
tape, has been developed. By using an extremely smooth
tape coating with high density of this ultra micron metal
magnet powder through a new calender technology, a new
HDCAM tape with an C/N (Carrier to Noise Ratio) of 45 dB
has been developed, thus ensuring high-integrity digital HD
recording in the field

• Advanced control panel with built-in EL display   
The HDW-500 has incorporated an advanced control panel
with built-in EL display for menu setting as standard. Up to
eight sets of VTR setup parameters and 800 cue points can be
stored with a removable memory card inserted into the
control panel.

• Adopts HD SDI
By adopting the simple and highly reliable HD SDI (High
Definition Serial Digital Interface according to SMPTE 292M
standard), the HDW-500 facilitates a convenient baseband
(1920 x 1080) digital interface with other video equipment
via a single BNC cable. 

•  Field frequency 59.94 Hz or 60 Hz switchable
The HDW-500 can operate at field rates of either 59.94 Hz
or 60 Hz in record and/or playback, which can be selected
from the front panel. Further, it also can be synchronized
with the 525 black burst signal. 

HDW-500
(Digital HD Studio VTR)

FEATURES
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As the primary equipment for
HDTV program production in the
DTV era, Sony has carefully
considered the fact that  DTV
encompasses both 16:9 HDTV and
SDTV (either 16:9 or 4:3) and
proudly introduce a new
multipurpose camera system — the
HDC-700A/750A — to further
enhance its full High Definition
Video System (HDVS) line-up. Both
of these cameras have a variety of
output video interfaces that
simultaneously meet the
requirements for both HDTV and
SDTV systems. They have been
specifically designed to meet the
needs of broadcasters and
production companies for
providing high-quality programs in
different digital formats in this DTV

era. The HDC-700A is an HD
studio/OB camera and the 
HDC-750A is an ideal HD portable
companion camera for the 
HDC-700A. 

The HDC-700A/750A Series
features very high HDTV
performance (due to a specially
developed Sony CCD), highly
flexible creative video controls and
sophisticated dual format (HDTV
and SDTV) video interfaces. 

The HDC-700A Series inherits
all of the main features of the field-
proven SDTV BVP-700/500 Series
such as the new contemporary
digital command network system,
user-friendly menu control system,
and automated setup system. This
enables users to easily upgrade to
an HDTV system while facilitating

an easy integration into present-day
SDTV camera systems. 

In phase with the
multipurpose concept, the 
HDCU-700A camera control unit
features a down converter which
converts HDTV signals to SDTV
signals, and a return video up
convertor which converts SDTV
signals to HDTV signals, making it
usable with standard definition
color video cameras as well as
HDC-700A Series. 

The HDC-700A HD studio/OB
camera and the HDC-750A HD
portable companion camera bring
true meaning to the word
“Multipurpose.”  At a modest cost
premium a dual-function
HDTV/SDTV camera system has
been made possible.

HDC-700A/750A and HDCU-700A
(Multipurpose Studio and OB Camera Family)
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HDC-700A/750A
(Multipurpose Studio and OB Camera Family)

• High performance HD picture quality 
The newly developed 2M sensor 2/3-inch HD CCD
provides the same picture performance as the world-
renowned HDC-500 1-inch CCD HDTV camera, in
terms of its high signal-to-noise ratio, wide dynamic
range (up to 600%), high sensitivity of f8 at 2000 lx,
and high vertical resolution (up to 1000 lines in the
EVS mode). 

• Optical/ electrical fiber  
An all-digital two-way optical/ electrical fiber link
realizes a very high-quality, long cable operation
between camera head and CCU. Digital video, audio,
and control signals can be bidirectionally transmitted
through a single optical/ electrical fiber (including two
single-mode fiber optic lines, two copper power supply
lines, and two copper control lines). 

• Compatible with the current BVP-700/500 Series  
Compatibility with the current BVP-700/500 Series
control system facilitates sharing of conventional
peripheral equipment and maintains easy and familiar
video operation, which greatly eases the users  upgrade
to the HDC-700A Series High Definition Video System. 

• New high-resolution 7-inch viewfinder  
New high-resolution 7-inch monochrome viewfinder
specially designed for the HDC-700A, can be easily
adjusted and locked into different height positions for
easy viewing, and can be easily installed and removed
(without the use of tools). 

• Stand alone operation  
Digital HD SDI output and 26-pin HD VTR output are
available directly from the camera head. 
(for HDC-700A) 

FEATURES

• Innovative ergonomic design
The body design allows the viewfinder to sit lower, in
order to reduce the parallax between the viewfinder
and the lens, enabling the cameraperson to have a
more comfortable control over camera picture framing
and camera movements. (for HDC-700A)

• Wide range of audio functions 
Two microphone channels, two intercom channels, and
two program studio channels are provided. Both input
and output of digital audio signals can be handled in
AES and EBU formats. The two intercom channels may
be switched between connection to a producer line
and an engineer line using a switch on the rear panel.
A monitor function allows the microphone and line
input audio to be routed to the intercom headphones.
(for HDC-700A)

• 16:9/ 4:3 switchable  
Aspect ratio 16:9/ 4:3 switchable on HD Viewfinder. 

• System flexibility  
The ability to incorporate either new HD lenses or
conventional studio/ OB/ EFP 2/3-inch lens offers broad
system flexibility, especially when integrating into an
existing SDTV camera system. 

• Other advantages  
Automatic Setup, Display Functions, Self-diagnosis
function, and User-friendly File System including
reference file, scene file and lens file.

HDC-750A HDC-700A
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• Multiple video inputs and outputs
The HDCU-700A has four sets of HD SDI (High
Definition Serial Digital Interface) signal inputs and
outputs, and four sets of digitally down converted
SDTV component SDI signal inputs and outputs.
Adding the HKCU-701A, an optional NTSC Encoder
Board provides the capability of SD composite SDI,
NTSC, and SD analog component signal input and
output. Further, addition of an optional HKCU-702 HD
Analog Interface allows HD analog signal input and
output (according to SMPTE 240M standard). 

• Dual image enhancers and color compensation
capability
Both the HD and 525 outputs each have their own
independent image enhancers and color compensation
capability, to ensure optimal picture quality and picture
matching within the separate domains of HDTV and
SDTV (if this is required). 

• Optical digital transmission
The HDCU-700A can be connected to a camera using
an optical fiber cable (two single-mode optical fiber
lines, two power lines, two control lines) for the
transmission of digitized video, audio, and control
signals. By connecting together 250 meter (820 feet)
optical fiber cables, an extremely high-quality all-
digital audio-visual signals can be transmitted up to a
maximum of 3000 meters (1.86 miles). The maximum
length of the supplying power to the camera varies
with the camera system configuration and with the size
of optical fiber cable. 

• Safety-oriented power supply
As safety is a major design concept for the HDC-700A
Series, a low voltage is supplied at first, when the
power of the HDCU-700A is turned on. Only after it
has been verified that an appropriate camera is
attached, the normal 240 V power supply is activated.
The power is not supplied unless a camera is connected
via an optoelectric cable. Also, the HDCU-700A is
equipped with an alarm indicator to warn of open or
short circuits in the cable.

• Internal down convertor
HD signals can be converted to SDTV component SDI
signals using the built-in superlative down-converter,
when the system is operating at a 59.94 Hz field
frequency. The output signal aspect ratio may be set to
4:3, 16:9, or letter box. The down convertor has image
enhancement, gamma control, and color correction
features to facilitate picture matching to existing SDTV
cameras, and these can be externally controlled.

• Internal up convertor
A built-in up-converter allows monitoring of SD signal
return video from HD viewfinder of camera head for
camera operator’s convenience. The aspect ratio of the
return video signal can be set to 4:3, 16:9, or letter
box. 

• External reference signals
The HDCU-700A can be locked to an external
reference signal. Either an HD tri-level sync signal
(according to SMPTE 240M), or an SD sync, or black
burst signal can be used as the reference signal.

• Wide range of audio functions
The HDCU-700A has connectors for two-channel
microphone outputs, a digital audio output, and a
program audio input. Further, the HDCU-700A can use
an intercom system with two independent channels,
and supports two-wire, four-wire, and CLEARCOM
intercom systems.

FEATURES

HDCU-700A
(Multipurpose Camera Control Unit)
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CAMERA COMMAND
NETWORK UNIT
CNU-700/500(*2)

CAMERA CONTROL UNIT
HDCU-700A

HD Digital Video Routing Switcher
HDS-V3232

RCP-700/701

*1: CCA-5 cable length

*2: Installation of HD Master Set-up Kit HKCF-700 is needed.

200m or below in total lengh

CCA-5 CCA-5 CCA-5
RCP CNU HDCU-700

CAMERA CONTROL UNIT
HDCU-700A

OPTICAL FIBER CABLE
FC2-PD250/PD50

OPTICAL FIBER CABLE
FC2-PD250/PD50

HD ELECTRONIC
VIEWFINDER
HDVF-500

HD ELECTRONIC
VIEWFINDER
HDVF-700

HD BUILD-UP UNIT
HKCA-700

HD COLOR CAMERA
HDC-700A

HD ZOOM LENS
STUDIO ZOOM LENS

HD ZOOM LENS
STUDIO ZOOM LENS

HDLENS
ENG/EFP LENS

HDLENS
ENG/EFP LENS

HD ELECTRONIC VIEWFINDER
HDVF-20

HD COLOR CAMERA
HDC-750A

HD CAMERA ADAPTOR
HDCA-750A

HD ELECTRONIC
VIEWFINDER
HDVF-700

MASTER SETUP UNIT
MSU-700(*2)

REMOTE CONTROL PANEL

REMOTE CONTROL
PANEL

RCP-720

RCP-700 RCP-701

RCP-721 RCP-740 RCP-741

CCA-5 CABLE
(*1)

CCA-5 CABLE
(*1)

CCA-5 CABLE
(*1)

CCA-5 CABLE
(*1)

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

CCA-5 CABLE
(*1)

CCA-5 CABLE
(max 200m)

HDCU-700

System Configuration
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Sony is proud to introduce the new
HDS-7000 High Definition Video
Production Switcher and the
HDME-7000 High Definition
Digital Multi Effects system. Both of
them are designed with state-of-
the-art technologies,and utilize the
same control panel layouts of our
standard defintion products to
allow users to easily move between
standard and high definition
production envrionments.

The HDS-7000 is the latest
generation high definition video
switcher with 3 M/E and 2.5 M/E
systems, operating in the SMPTE
274M/292M 1920 x 1080 I
standard. The system provides
superb picture quality through 10
bit processing, and a perfect
interface with the HDME-7000 and
other Sony video equipment,
particularly for its DME-LINKTM

interface which provides a direct

access to HDME-7000 to obtain
operational efficiencies. 

The HDME-7000 is a powerful
3D digital effects system specially
designed as a component to fully
support the HDS-7000 for high
definition picture manipulation
with many of the effects and
advantages of the popular standard
definition Sony DME-Series. 

HDS-7000 and HDME-7000
(HD Digital Video Switcher and HD Digital Multi Effects)
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• Extremely high quality digital video signal processing with
sampling rate of 74.25MHz/10 bits for HDVS (High Definition
Video System). 

• Uses HD SDI for all video inputs and outputs, which
conformed to SMPTE 292M through a single coaxial cable for
wiring convenience and reliable transmission.

• Specially designed for both live and post production editing
operation with a compact yet comprehensive control panel
including a large EL display.

• Four alternative versions of control panel:  3 M/E and 2 M/E +
PGM/PST types. 

• Integrated with a three mix effects systems, 30 HD SDI (High
Definition Serial Digital Interface) primary inputs and 10
auxiliary buses. 

• Two powerful key processors and a color background
generator are standard on each M/E, and a high quality chroma
keyer is also available in option for each mix effects.

• Various mix and wipe effects such as NAM, Super Mix, Circle,
Star, Matrix, Diamond Dust etc. 

• The DME-LINK™ function enables the keyframe effects of the
HDME-7000 to be run by the fader bar or transition button of
each M/E, just like a wipe transition. The preset effects of a
HDME-7000 can also be controlled from the switcher panel. 

FEATURES

• Extremely high quality digital video signal processing with
sampling rate of 74.25MHz/10 bits for HDVS (High Definition
Video System).

• Advanced man-machine interface by employing Track Ball, Z-
Ring, and familiar Color GUI derived from Sony DME-Series
for easy and quick operation. 

• Powerful Linked Operation with the HDS-7000 HD Digital
Video Switcher and BVE-9100 Editing System offers superior
system performance in both live and production applications.
Particularly the DME-LINK™ function enables the effects of the
HDME-7000 to be used for scene transitions in the same
manner as switcher wipe transitions and to be controlled from
the switcher fader lever or auto transition button. 

• Achieves downsizing and saves power consumption — a
compact and unique two-channel-DME-in-a single electronic
chassis design reduces space and power consumption, and
simplifies installation. 

• Utilizes HD SDI for all video inputs and outputs, which
conformed to SMPTE 292M through a single coaxial cable for
wiring convenience and high quality transmission.

FEATURES

HDS-7000

HDME-7000
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DME Channel 1 Input

HD SDIVideo/A

HD SDIVideo/B

HD SDIKey/A

HD SDIKey/B

HD SDIVideo/B

HD SDIVideo/A

HD SDIKey/A

HD SDIKey/B

HD SDIExternal Video Input

HD Tri-level SyncExternal Reference

RS-422AControl Panel

RS-422AEditor 1

RS-422AEditor 2

RS-422ASwitcher 1

RS-422ASwitcher 2

RS-422ASwitcher Panel

RS-232CTerminal

GPI

Video/Channel 2 or Combine

DME Channel 2 Output

Key/Channel 2 or Combine

Video/Channel 1 

DME Channel 1 Output

Key/Channel 1 

x 7

DME Channel 2 Input

x 7

x 2

x 2

x 2

x 2

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

Primary Input

HD SDI1

HD SDI30

HD Tri-level SyncExternal Reference Input

RS-422AControl Panel 1

RS-422AEditor A

RS-422AEditor B

RS-422ADME 1

RS-422ADME 2

RS-422ASerial Tally

RS-422AControl Panel 2

RS-422AMatrix

RS-232CTerminal

GPI

Aux 1 Output

Aux 10 (Edit Preview) Output

Reference

M/E1 PGM Out

M/E1 PGM Out

PGM Out

PVW Out

Clean Out

x 8

x 8

x 2

x 2

x 3

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

HD SDI

HDME-7000 Main Effects

3D Transform. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3D Location and Rotation, Axis
Location, Compression/ Expansion,
Perspective/ Skew/ Aspect, Flip/ Tumble.

Background & Edge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Color Background, Border, Crop, Drop
Shadow (2 D linear)

Freeze & Recursive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Input Freeze, Motion Decay, Trail,
Wind, Multi Freeze 

Picture Modify. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Multi Move, Defocus, Blur 
Video Modify . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Posterization/ Solarization, Sepia,

Mono, Nega, Contrast, Mosaic
Non-Linear Effects
Lighting Effects
Graphics

System Components

HKDM-7690 Power Supply Unit
HKDM-7020 Second Channel DME Boards
HKDM-7030 Wipe/Graphics Effects Board
HZDM-7020 Operation Software with Manual, (English)
BKDM-3010 DME Control Panel
CPD-100GS VGA Monitor

System Components

HKDS-7690 Power Supply Unit 
HKDS-7031 Chromakey Board (1 channel)
HKDS-7041 Frame Memory Board
HZS-7020 Operation Software with Manual (English)
BKDS-7011 3ME Switcher Control Panel 

(Source Name Display on Each M/E, FlexiPad In-
line Type)

BKDS-7012 3ME Switcher Control Panel
(Double Key Rows on M/Es, FlexiPad Offset Type)

BKDS-7025 2.5ME Switcher Control Panel
(Source Name Display on Each M/E, FlexiPad In-
line Type)

BKDS-7026 2.5ME Switcher Control Panel 
(Double Key Rows on M/Es, FlexiPad Offset Type)

• The Processed Key function links the switcher keyer to an
external HDME with the press of a button, allowing simple
composition of key and special effects. 

• Accepts various formats/operation modes — 1125/60 or
1125/59.94 operation, 1080 or 1035 active line operation,
and 16:9 or 4:3 mode operation switchable.

• Incorporated with frame memory function to enhance editing
efficiency. (option)

• Extremely high picture quality chroma key with auto chroma
key function. (option)

• Redundant power supply system is available by using another
HKDS-7690 power supply unit. (option) 

FEATURES HDS-7000

FEATURES HDME-7000
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For evaluating and monitoring HD
pictures with excellent precision,
Sony introduces two series of HD
Trinitron Color Monitors: the HDM
Master Monitor Series and the PHM
Picture Monitor Series.

Both series incorporate Sony’s
advanced HR Trinitron CRT — the
picture tube that demonstrates our
continued high level of image
reproduction technology. And
because these HD monitors will be
used in production environments
that must accommodate both
widescreen 16:9 and standard 4:3
images, the HDM Series and PHM
Series allow operators to select a
4:3 Area Marker.  This feature

makes it easy to identify a standard-
ratio picture area for later
downconversion from an HD to an
NTSC signal — a particular
advantage for shooting with HD
widescreen equipment.

The HDM-20E1U/14E1U/
14E5U monitors are primarily
designed for picture evaluation and
high-end monitoring.  To simplify
wiring and provide a faster
interface with other HD equipment,
the HDM Series is capable of
decoding HD SDI signals through
the use of an optional SDI interface
board.  With its high-speed transfer
rate of 1.5 Gbps, HD SDI enables
superb video communications

among HD systems via a single
BNC cable.

The HDM Series also retains
Sony’s highly successful Evergreen
chassis design concept, in which
input options can be configured
utilizing expansion slots.

The PHM-20M8U/14M8U
monitors are primarily designed for
HD picture monitoring at an
affordable price.  Used in
combination with HD sensor
cameras, the PHM Series also
provides an ideal, cost-effective
monitoring solution for most HD
applications in business and
industrial markets.

HDM Series and PHM-Series
HD Trinitron Color Monitors
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HDM-20E1U/14E1U/14E5U
(High Definition Master Monitor)

• Precise color and accurate image reproduction
utilizing SMPTE-C Phosphors: the ideal master monitor
for high-end HD production and video signal
evaluation.

• Accepts signals with 59.94 or 60.00Hz field frequency. 

• Accepts signals with 1080 or 1035 active lines.

• High resolution image: center resolution greater than
850 TV lines for HDM-20E1U, 700 TV lines for HDM-
14E1U/14E5U (in 16 x 9 mode).

• Very fine pitch Aperture Grille: 0.25mm for HDM-
20E1U, 0.22mm for HDM-14E1U/14E5U.

• Excellent frequency response to 30MHz.

• Flexible system configuration: incorporates the well-
accepted Evergreen Series design concept.

“simulated picture reception.”

PHM-20M8U/14M8U
(High Definition Picture Monitor)

• Excellent cost-performance with picture quality
designed to meet the needs of HD (High Definition)
video monitoring.

• Precise color reproduction with phosphors conforming
to SMPTE-C standard.

• Accepts signals with 59.94 or 60.00Hz field frequency.

• Accepts signals with 1080 or 1035 active lines.

• High resolution image: center resolution greater than
700 TV lines for PHM-20M8U, 600 TV lines for PHM-
14M8U (in 16 x 9 mode).

• Very fine pitch Aperture Grille: 0.30mm for PHM-
20M8U, 0.25mm for PHM-14M8U.

FEATURES HDM-20E1U/14E1U/14E5U

FEATURES PHM-20M8U/14M8U

“simulated picture reception.”
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Optional Accessory for 
the PHM-20M8U/14M8U

BKM-301HD HD SDI Input Adaptor
• An HD SDI input adaptor is also available for the

PHM-20M8U/14M8U. With BKM-301HD HD SDI
Input Adaptor installed, a PHM Series HD monitor
can accept 1.5 Gbps HD video signals transferred
from other HD equipment through a single BNC
cable. The BKM-301 has one HD SDI input and
conforms to the SMPTE 292M standard.

SLR-103A Slide Rail Kit (for PHM-20M8U) 
SLR-102 Slide Rail Kit (for PHM-14M8U) 
MB-502B Rack Mounting Bracket

(for PHM-14M8U)

• Serial remote control capability: compatibility with
BVM Series monitors allows users to upgrade easily
from existing 525-line systems to HDVS.

• Advanced HD SDI (High Definition Serial Digital
Interface) input available as an option for convenient
interface.

• 4:3 Area Marker feature is selectable in 16:9
widescreen mode, to help an operator easily identify
the 4:3 standard NTSC picture area when
downconverting from HD signals.

• Precise color temperature adjustment with an optional
Sony probe or other industry standard color analyzer
via RS-232C interface.

• Built-in YPBPR/GBR inputs with loop-through capability. 

• Worldwide power source: accepts 100V to 240V.

• Display type (HDM-20E1U/14E1U) and stand-alone
type (HDM-14E5U) design.

Optional Accessories for 
HDM-20E1U/14E1U/14E5U

BKM-41HD and BKM-42HD HD SDI Input Adaptors
• Designed to provide a powerful and convenient SDI

interface for the HDM Series monitors.  With HD SDI
input adaptor installed, an HDM Series HD monitor can
accept 1.5 Gbps HD video signals transferred from
other HD equipment through a single BNC cable.  The
BKM-41HD has one HS SDI input, while the BKM-42HD
has two HD SDI inputs. Both adaptors conform to the
SMPTE 292M standard. They are also 1035/1080-line
switchable.

BKM-10R Monitor Control Unit
BKM-11R Monitor Control Unit
BKM-12Y Memory Card
BKM-14L Audio Set-up Probe
BKM-31E14 19-Inch Rack Mount Kit (for HDM-14E1U) 
BKM-30E20 19-Inch Rack Mount Kit (for HDM-20E1U) 
BKM-30E14 19-Inch Rack Mount Kit (for HDM-14E5U) 
BKM-32H Control Unit Attachment Kit (for HDM-20E1U) 
MB-510 19-Inch Rack Mount Kit (for BKM-10R)
RCC-5G Control Cable (5m)
RCC-10G Control Cable (10m)
RCC-30G Control Cable (30m)

• Wide frequency response to 24MHz.

• Advanced HD SDI (High Definition Serial Digital
Interface) input available as an option for convenient
interface.

• 4:3 Area Marker feature is selectable in 16:9
widescreen mode, to help an operator easily identify
the 4:3 standard NTSC picture area when
downconverting from HD signals.

• H D/V D separate synchronizing capability. 

• Two standard analog YPBPR/GBR inputs.

• H/V Delay and Underscan switchable on front panel

• Worldwide power source: accepts 100 V to 240 V.

• Parallel Remote control capability.

FEATURES HDM-20E1U/14E1U/14E5U

FEATURES PHM-20M8U/14M8U
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• Independent RGB CCDs with two-million pixel resolution
that capture the full resolution and colorimetry of films

• Independent RGB light intensity controls using fast-action
light valves for excellent primary color correction

• Dust and scratches on the film concealed by use of
integrating sphere to provide diffused light path

• Film and video gamma controls for precise color matching

• True HD 4:4:4 signal processing at high-level quantization
realize real-time film transfer without picture degradation 

• 12-bit logarithmic RGB at 74 MHz in film domain
• Max.16-bit linear RGB at 74 MHz in video domain

• TruEye™ eliminates hue distortion resulting from non-
linear signal processing after gamma correction, such as
white clip and knee correction

• Optical and digital frame trimming including pan-scan,
zoom, rotation, and anamorphic conversion

• Dedicated Skin Tone Detail and image enhancers for SDTV
and HDTV signal path

• Built-in simple wipe generator and frame store

• Multi-resolution output allows multi-purpose operation
• HDTV: 1080 active lines, 10 bits, R/G/B or Y/R-Y/B-Y
• SDTV: 525 lines, 10 bits, R/G/B or Y/R-Y/B-Y
• SDTV: 625 lines, 10 bits, R/G/B or Y/R-Y/B-Y

• Excellent image stability and gentle film handling
• S.O.P.S. (Sony Optical Picture Stabilizer) gives pin-

registration quality without any mechanical
registration

• Film transport uses intermittent and continuous sprocket
drives under servomechanism to provide VTR-like motion
control

FEATURES

System Configuration

FVS-T1000 Multi Resolution Telecine
FVS-P1000 Telecine Processor Unit
BKFV-100 HDTV Processing Boards
BKFV-110 Dual HD-SDI Processing Board
BKFV-200 SDTV Processing Boards
BKFV-400 16 mm Film Adaptor Kit

A

B

A

B

+

The FVS-1000 is a high-technology
modular telecine which covers a wide
range of film transfer work - HDTV
transfer and 525/625 SDTV transfer.
Although the system has been
designed with this future
expandability in mind, the entry-level
system has a very attractive
price/feature performance compared
to current SDTV telecines.  

Image capture is accomplished
using three RGB state-of-the-art two-
million pixel CCD area arrays,
followed by powerful and flexible
digital signal processing system that

has been specially designed to handle
the rich tonality of negative film
stock. Initial primary color correction
is carried out in the optical domain
by precise control of the RGB light
paths in the digital lamp house. This
minimizes the possibility of artifacts
occurring during subsequent signal
processing. A truly innovative film
transport has been designed to give
the image stability of a real-time pin-
registered film gate - but without the
use of mechanical registration pins.
The 24 frame progressively scanned
digital video processing system

provides highly contemporary control
of the transferred HDVS video
colorimetry, transfer characteristic,
and image enhancement. A
combination of digital and optical
picture manipulation system allows
flexible picture trimming, pan-scan,
rotation and anamorphic conversion
without image degradation.

The FVS-1000 is the ideal
telecine for content creation in the
multi-format HDTV/SDTV era.

Multi Resolution Telecine
FVS-1000 System

• Flexible system integration with industry-standard
telecine peripherals:

• Telecine controllers
• Secondary color correction systems
• Noise reducers
• Dirt/Scratch removers
• Key code readers
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PFV-HD Series, HKPF-Series 
and HDS-V3232
(Digital HD Processing and Routing Equipment)
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Model Number
PFV-HD50A 3 RU / 4 Slot HD Interface Unit
PFV-HD300 7 RU / 14 Slot HD Interface Unit

HKPF-101 HD A/D Converter Board
HKPF-102 HD D/A Converter Board
HKPF-103 HD Digital Video Distribution Board
HKPF-105 HD A/V Multiplexer Board
HKPF-106 HD A/V DeMultiplexer Board
HKPF-525 HD-525 Down Converter Board with

Remote Control capability

Product Description

Sony is introducing conversion and distribution products
as part of the full line of broadcast equipment for studio
and field production of high-definition video
programming. These products provide an upgrade path
for existing customer’s to HDTV applications.

PFV-HD50A/PFV-HD300
Common Features Benefits
Interface Unit(s) allow Both SDTV (BKPF board types) and HDTV (HKPF board types)
both SDTV and HDTV conversion and distribution products can be used within the
applications simultaneously same frame as well as providing an upgrade path from SDTV to HDTV applications
Allowance for control of The unit are designed to hold BKPF-300 Series of Analog Audio, Analog Video
BKPF-300 Series of Signal AES/EBU and SDI series of 8 input by 2 output signal selector boards. These units are controlled by the router S-

BUS control system. 
S-BUS Communication Port An Sony router S-BUS port is provided for communication to the Sony router control system.

The S-BUS communication allows the BKPF-300 signal selectors to be used with other existing Sony routers
simultaneously under the same control via the Sony BKS-RXXX type router control panels

Redundant Power Supply The PFV-HD50A and PFV-HD300 can contain redundant power supply units.
This option ensures continued operation by maintaining power to the installed boards.

Hot-Swappable Boards Boards can be installed and removed while the unit is powered Boards
Status Monitoring Error/warning/set-up messages can be displayed on ISR terminals for operational convenience when a BKPF-500

ISR board is installed.
Status Output Has a status output port (D-sub 25-pin) for system configuration convenience such as diagnostic operation.
Fan Cooled Operation A fan cooling system is incorporated for effective circulation of ventilating air within the unit during long-term

operation.
100V to 240V AC Operation Operates on voltage between 100V and 240V AC without voltage adaptation.
19-inch Rack Mountable Universal rack housing for mounting in any standard 19-inch rack.

HD Processing and Routing Equipment (1)

PFV-HD300
BKPF-PS300
Back-up Power Supply Unit
(Option)

BKPF-PS50A
Back-up Power Supply Unit
(Option)

ISR System
(With the BKPF-500)

Max. 14 Boards

PFV-HD50A

Max. 4 Boards

BKPF-300   Digital Video 8X2 Selector
BKPF-301   Analog Video 8X2 Selector
BKPF-350   Digital Audio 8X2 Selector
BKPF-351   Analog Audio 8X1 Selector (Stereo)

PFV-HD300 BKS-R3281
(Router Displ ay Unit)

Remote Control Unit
BKS series

S-BUS

Max. 14 Boards

PFV-HD50A

Max. 4 Boards

BKS-R3209
(Router Control Unit)

PFV-HD50A/HD300
(Interface Unit)
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HKPF-101
(HD A/D Converter Board)

Features
• HD SDI — Provides an uncompressed, 10-bit, digital

component SMPTE-292M HD serial data stream with a
bit rate of 1.5 Gbps

• Provides both conversion and distribution on same
board

Input
• Three BNC connectors for one HD analog component input

(conforming to SMPTE 240M)
• GBR  or YPBPR HD analog component input switchable

Output
• Distribution: Four BNC connectors to provide four HD SDI
• (HD Serial Digital Interface) outputs

Operation
• Automatically switches to field frequency (59.94 or 60 Hz)
• Active Line 1080 or 1035 switchable

HKPF-102
(HD D/A Converter Board) 

Features
• HD SDI — Provides an uncompressed, 10-bit, digital

component SMPTE-292M HD serial data stream with a
bit rate of 1.5 Gbps

• Provides both conversion and distribution on same
board

Input
• One BNC connector for one HD SDI

(HD Serial Digital Interface) input (conforming to SMPTE 292M)

Output
• Distribution:  6 BNC connectors to provide for two HD analog

component outputs (conforming to SMPTE-240M)

• One BNC connector for HD-Sync output 
(conforming to SMPTE-240M)

• GBR  or YPBPR HD analog component output switchable

Operation
• Automatically switches to field frequency (59.94 or 60 Hz)
• Active Line 1080 or 1035 switchable

HKPF-103
(HD Digital Video Distribution Board) 

Features
• HD SDI — Provides an uncompressed, 10-bit, digital

component SMPTE-292M HD serial data stream with a
bit rate of 1.5 Gbps

Input
• One BNC connecter for one HD SDI input

(conforming to SMPTE 292M)

Output 
• Six BNC connectors provides six HD SDI output

(conforming to SMPTE 292M)

Operation
• Automatically switches to field frequency (59.94 or 60 Hz)
• Active Line 1080 or 1035 switchable

3

4

1

2

HKPF-101

HD ANALOG COMPONENT
VIDEO INPUT

G / B / R
or

Y / PB / PR

A/D
HD SDI
OUTPUT

HKPF-102

HD SDI
INPUT

D/A

HD ANALOG COMPONENT
VIDEO OUTPUT
HD ANALOG COMPONENT
VIDEO OUTPUT

G / B / R
or

Y / PB / PR

HD ANALOG COMPONENT
VIDEO OUTPUT
HD ANALOG COMPONENT
VIDEO OUTPUT

G / B / R
or

Y / PB / PR

HD ANALOG SYNC OUTPUT

1

2

3

4

5

6

HKPF-103

HD SDI
INPUT

HD SDI
OUTPUTVDA
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HKPF-105
(HD A/V Multiplexer Board) 

Features
• HD SDI — Provides an uncompressed, 10-bit, digital

component SMPTE-292M HD serial data stream with a
bit rate of 1.5 Gbps

Input
• One BNC connector for HD SDI video input
• Two BNC connectors for two AES/EBU audio channel

inputs(One for • Ch. 1/2; One for Ch. 3/4)

Output
• Distribution: Two BNC connectors for two HD SDI with embedded

audio outputs
• With second HKPF-105 in Cascade mode 8 channels of audio can

be embedded in one HD SDI serial data stream

Operation
• Automatically switches to field frequency (59.94 or 60 Hz)
• Active Line 1080 or 1035 switchable
• Maximum delay is 1 frame

HKPF-106
(HD A/V DeMultiplexer Board)

Features
• HD SDI — Provides an uncompressed, 10-bit, digital

component SMPTE-292M HD serial data stream with a
bit rate of 1.5 Gbps

Input
• One BNC connector for HD SDI with embedded audio input

Output
• Distribution: Two BNC connectors for two HD SDI video voutputs
• Two BNC connectors for two AES/EBU audio channel outputs

Operation
• Automatically switches to field frequency (59.94 or 60 Hz)
• Active Line 1080 or 1035 switchable
• Audio embed ON/OFF switchable
• Embedded audio input channel can be re-assigned to the different

output channel
• Output AES/EBU Channel Out selectable (Ch. 1/2/3/4 or Ch. 5/6/7/8)

HKPF-525
(HD Down Converter Board with Remote Control)

Features
• HD SDI — Provides an uncompressed, 10-bit, digital

component SMPTE-292M HD serial data stream with a
bit rate of 1.5 Gbps

• Provides both conversion and distribution on same
board

Input
• One BNC connector for one HD SDI (HD Serial Digital Interface) 

input (conforming to SMPTE 292M)

Output
• Distribution:  4 BNC connectors for either four 4:2:2 SDI (Serial Digital

Interface) outputs or two 4:4:4 component SDI outputs (conforming
to SMPTE 259M)

• Four 4:2:2 or two 4:4:4 component SDI output selectable
• GBR  or Y, B-Y, R-Y for 4:4:4 component SDI output switchable

Operation
• 9-pin D-sub connector for serial remote control
• Squeeze (16:9) / Edge Crop / Letter Box selectable
• Active Line 1080 or 1035 switchable

HKPF-105

HD SDI INPUT

AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
INPUT(1/2Ch)

AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
INPUT(3/4Ch)

V+A

1 HD SDI WITH
   EMBEDDED
   DIGITAL AUDIO
2 OUTPUT

AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
OUTPUT(1/2Ch or 3/4Ch)

AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
OUTPUT(3/4Ch or 1/2Ch)

HKPF-106

HD SDI 
WITH EMBEDDED
DIGITAL AUDIO
INPUT

AV
DMPX

1
  HD SDI OUTPUT
   WITH EMBEDDED DIGITAL AUDIO
2 

3

4

1

2

HKPF-525

HD SDI
INPUT

RS-422

HKDV-503

*Digital Video Controller

D/C 525 COMPONENT
SERIAL DIGITAL
VIDEO (D1 SDI)
OUTPUT
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HD Processing and Routing Equipment (2)

Model Number
HDS-V3232 High Definition Digital Video Routing

Switcher

Product Description
The HDS-V3232 High Definition Digital Video Routing
switcher is Sony’s first introduction of a High Definition
routing switcher.

Features Benefits
HD SDI All inputs and Outputs are based on an uncompressed, 10-bit, digital component SMPTE-292M HD

serial data stream with a bit rate of 1.5 Gbps
Flexible Input/Output Router matrix size allows for easily configuration from16 Input by 16 Output (Standard) to 32 Input by 32 Output (Maximum)
configuration
Assignable Outputs Independent 8 channel assignable outputs
Redundant CPU Redundant CPU board will be included as part of the standard configuration 
Power Supplies Redundant Power Supply will be provided as an optional accessory
Router Control System The Router Control system provides the same high level functionality as the current Sony DVS-V3232B/ DVS-V6464B

SDI/SDTI router products.
Conforms to Sony S-BUS protocol which allows for use of current BKS-R series control panels and status displays 
Allows for easy installation of HD layer (or level) to existing Sony SDI/SDTI router products

Flexible format/ Flexible 16:9 or 4:3, 1080 or 1035 line, 59.94 or 60 Hz operation 
operation modes

HDS-V3232

525 Line feed
Up converter

HD Camera

HD Camera

HD VTR

HD Digital
Switcher

(HDS-7000)

HD DME
(HDME-7000)

Down converter

Down converter

HD VTR

HD Switcher

HD Routing
Switcher

(HDS-V3232)

525
Routing
Switcher 525

Monitor
525

Monitor
525

Monitor

HD Switcher

D/A

525 Master

Emergency

HD Master

Up converterCG

HD signal

525 signal

HD
Monitor

D/A

HD
Monitor

Master Monitor
HD SDI Input

1

2

3

4

HD Analog Sync

S-BUS (A)

S-BUS (B)

S-BUS (C)

RS-422A (A)

RS-422A (B)

RS-232C/Terminal

GPI

5

28

29

30

31

32

HD SDI Output

1

2

3

4

5

28

29

30

31

32

B

A

G

H

HDS-V3232

HDS-V3232 Input/Output Configurations

Size: 10 rack units
Power consumption: Approx. 700 W Maximum (fully configured)
Mass: Approx.  56 kg (123.46 lb.)

Specifications

HDS-V3232
(HD Digital Video Routing Switeher)
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HDW-700A

(General)
Dimensions: 140(W) x 265(H) x 340(D) mm 

( 5 5/8 x 10 1/2 x 13 1/2 inches)
Mass: Approx. 8.0 kg (16.53 lb.) 

(Operating Weight with Lens, Cassette, and Battery) 
Power requirements: DC 12 V +5.0/-1.0 V
Power consumption: Approx. 40W
Operating temperature: 0°C to +40°C(+32°F to +104°F) 
Storage temperature: -20°C to +60°C (-4°F to +140°F) 
Humidity: 25 to 85% (relative humidity)
Continuous operating time: Approx.120 min (with one BP-L90), 

or 80 min (with one BP-L60).

(Input/outputs)
Genlock video input: BNC 
Time code input: BNC
Time code output: BNC
Monitor out: BNC x 3
Camera mic in: XLR 3-pin
Mic/line in: XLR 3-pin x 2
Audio monitor out: XLR 3-pin
Earphone out: Mini jack
Lens: 12-pin
Remote: 8-pin
DC input: XLR 4-pn
DC output: 4-pin

HDW-500

(General)
Signal interface standard: SMPTE 292M

(Uncompressed serial digital HD SDI)
Power requirements: AC 90 V to 265 V, 43 Hz to 63 Hz
Power consumption: 230 W (with down converter board integrated)
Operating temperature: +5°C to +40°C  (+41°F to +104°F)
Storage temperature: -20°C  to +60°C  (-4°F to +140°F)
Humidity: Less than 80% (relative humidity)
Dimensions (Approx.): 427(W) x 237(H) x 520(D) mm

(16 7/8 x 9 3/8 x 20 1/2 inches)
Mass (Approx.): 35 kg (77.16 lbs)
Dynamic tracking range: -1 to +2 times normal playback speed
Servo lock time: 1.0 sec or less
Load/unload time: 6 sec or less

(Video)
Quantization: Input/output Interface: 10 bits
Compression format: DCT Intra-frame

8 Bit data reduction

(Audio)
Sampling frequency: 48 kHz
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz
Quantization: 20 bits/sample
Number of channels: 4 channels (Uncompressed)
Wow and flutter: Below measurable limit

(Input/Output connector)
(Video)

-  Input  - 
Ref Sync (1125/60): BNC (loop-through) x 1
Ref Sync (1125/59.94): BNC (loop-through) x 1
Ref Sync (525/59.94): BNC (loop-through) x 1
HD SDI (1.5 Gbps): BNC x 1
Dubbing (1.5 Gbps): BNC x 1

-  Output  -  
Sync (1125) BNC x 2
HD SDI (1.5 Gbps) BNC x 4 

(including one with or without character insertion)
Dubbing (1.5 Gbps) BNC x 1
525 system (option)

Sync (525) BNC x 1
SDI (D1/D2) BNC x 3

(including one with or without character insertion) 
Analog composite: BNC x 1 (with or without character insertion)

(Audio)
-  Input  -  

Digital audio (AES/EBU): BNC x 2 (loop-through)
Analog audio: LR x 4
Cue audio: XLR x 1
Time code: XLR x 1

-  Output  -  
Digital audio (AES/EBU): BNC x 2
Analog audio: XLR x 4
Cue audio: XLR x 1
Time code: XLR x 1
Audio monitor (L/R): XLR x 2
Headphone: Stereo jack

(Remote)
Control panel: D-sub 15-pin
RS-422A in: D-sub 9-pin
RS-422A out: D-sub 9-pin
RS-232C: D-sub 25-pin
Remote parallel I/O (option): D-sub 50-pin
Video control: D-sub 9-pin

Specifications
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HDC-700A/750A

HDC-700A HDC-750A
Device configuration: 3-chip 2/3-inch FIT CCD (16:9)
Picture elements: 2,000,000 pixels
Lens mount: Sony hanger-mount Sony bayonet-mount
Gain selection: -3, 0, 3, 6, 12 and 18 dB
Clear scan selection: 60.1 ~ 7000 Hz
Extended clear scan: 30.4 ~ 58.3 Hz
Mass (Approx.): 20 kg (44.09 lbs) 5.9 kg (13.01 lbs)
Dimensions (Approx.): 368(W) x 381(H) x 442(D) mm 138(W) x 302(H) x 360(D) mm

(14 1/2 x 15 x 17 1/2 inches) (5 1/2 x 12 x 14 1/4 inches)
S/N ratio: 54 dB (HD output), 60 dB(525 component output)
Horizontal resolution: 1,000 TVL/ph
Registration: Within 0.02% all zones (without lens)
Modulation depth: 45% at 800 TVL/ph (27.5 MHz in HDTV), 

and 70% at 400 TVL/ph 
(5 MHz in downconverted 525 SDTV)

Frequency response: Within 0+-0.5 dB(10Hz ~ 25 MHz), 0+-1.0 dB
(25 MHz ~ 30 MHz)

Vertical smear level: Below -120 dB
Operating temperature: -20°C to +45°C (-4°F to 113°F)

HDCU-700A

(General)
Power supply: AC 100/ 110 - 120/ 220 - 240 V, 50/60 Hz
Current consumption: 5 A (at 100 V AC, entire system active)
Operating temperature: +5°C to +40°C(+41°F to 104°F)
Storage temperature: -20°C to +60°C(-4°F to 140°F)
External dimensions: 424 x 133 x 460 mm
(Approx.) (16 3/4 x 5 1/4 x 18 1/8 inches)
Mass (Approx.): 20 kg (44 lb 1 oz)

(Input/Output connectors)
INCOM/TALLY/PGM: 19-pin composite connector
TRUNK LINE: D-sub 9-pin, female (1)

RS-232C for CHU transmission

(Input connectors)
HD SERIAL RET INPUT: BNC type (4), SMPTE-292M
HD REFERENCE INPUT: BNC type (1), loop-through output,

SMPTE-240M, tri-level sync, 0.6 Vp-p, 75 ohms
PROMPTER IN: BNC type (1), loop-through output,

SMPTE-292M analog signal, 1.0 Vp-p, 75 ohms
SD SERIAL RET INPUT: BNC type (4), SMPTE-259M, 0.8 Vp-p, 75 ohms

143 Mbps or 270 Mbps bit rate
SD REFERENCE IN: BNC type (1), loop-through output,

composite SYNC/BB/VBS

(Output connectors)
MIC OUT: XLR 3-pin, female (2), 0 dBs/ -20 dBs
DIGITAL AUDIO OUT: BNC type (1), AES/EBU format
CHARACTER OUT: BNC type (1), 525 black and white

210 mVp-p (characters) 
300 mVp-p (sync)

HD SERIAL OUTPUT: BNC type (3)
SMPTE-292M, 0.8 Vp-p, 75 ohms
1.5 Gbps bit rate

HD SERIAL MONI OUTPUT: BNC type (1), SMPTE-292M,
0.8 Vp-p, 75 ohms, 1.5 Gbps bit rate

SD SERIAL OUTPUT: BNC type (4), SMPTE-259M, 0.8 Vp-p, 
75 ohms, 143 Mbps or 270 Mbps bit rate

SD SYNC OUT: BNC type (1), composite sync,
0.286 Vp-p, 75 ohms

HD SYNC OUT: BNC type (1), SMPTE-240M, 3-value sync,
0.6 Vp-p, 75 ohms

HDS-7000
(Video Inputs/Outputs)
Signal standard: HD SDI conforming to SMPTE-292M
Primary inputs: HD SDI x 30
Program outputs: HD SDI x 3
M/E program outputs: HD SDI x 2 per M/E1 and M/E2
Preview output: HD SDI
Clean output: HD SDI
Auxiliary bus outputs: HD SDI x 10 (including Edit Preview)
External reference input: HD Tri-level Sync, loop-through

(Control Inputs/Outputs)
Control panel 1,2 : D-sub 9-pin, RS-422A
Editor A,B : D-sub 9-pin, RS-422A
DME 1,2 : D-sub 9-pin, RS-422A
GPI: D-sub 25-pin, 8 inputs, 8 outputs, programmable
Serial tally: D-sub 9-pin, RS-422A
Terminal: D-sub 9-pin, RS-232C

(General)
Power requirements: DC 5 V, 3.3 V, 12 V, -5 V
Dimensions:(Approx) 424(W) x 620(H) x 492(D) mm 

(16 3/4 x 24 1/2 x 19 3/8 inches)
(excluding protruding parts)

Mass:(Approx) 70 kg (154 lb 5 oz)

HDME-7000 
(Video Inputs/Outputs)
Signal standard: HD SDI conforming to SMPTE-292M
Video input: HD SDI (A, B) (each for Channel 1, 2)
Key input: HD SDI (A, B) (each for Channel 1, 2)
Video output: HD SDI x 2

(Channel 1 or Combined, Channel 2 or Channel 1)
Key output: HD SDI  x 2

(Channel 1 or Combined, Channel 2 or Channel 1)
External video input: HD SDI  x 1
External reference input: HD tri-level sync, loop-through

(Control Inputs/Outputs)
Control panel: D-sub 25-pin, RS-422A, D-sub 9-pin and RS-422A
Editor 1, 2 : D-sub 9-pin, RS-422A
Switcher 1, 2 : D-sub 9-pin, RS-422A
Switcher panel : D-sub 9-pin, RS-422A
GPI: D-sub 25-pin, 7 inputs, 7 outputs, programmable
Terminal: D-sub 9-pin, RS-232C

(General)
Power requirements: DC 5 V 3.3 V, 12 V,-5 V
Dimensions:(Approx) 424(W) x 620(H) x 492(D) mm 

(16 3/4 x 24 1/2 x 19 3/8 inches)
(excluding protruding parts)

Mass:(Approx) 70 kg (154 lb 5 oz)

HKDS-7690
Power requirements: AC 100 to 120 V, 50/60 Hz
Current consumption: 30A (Max.)
Dimensions:(Approx) 424(W) x 132(H) x 542(D) mm 

(16 3/4 x 5 1/4 x 21 3/8 inches)
(excluding protruding parts)

Mass:(Approx) 20 kg (44 lb. 1 oz)

HKDM-7690
Power requirements: AC 100 to 120 V, 50/60 Hz
Current consumption: 30A (Max.)
Dimensions:(Approx) 424(W) x 132(H) x 542(D) mm 

(16 3/4 x 5 1/4 x 21 3/8 inches)
(excluding protruding parts)

Mass:(Approx) 20 kg (44 lb. 1 oz)
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PHM-20M8U/14M8U
(General)
Power requirements: AC 100 to 240 V ±10%, 50/60 Hz
Power consumption: 150 VA max. (164 VA when used with BKM-301HD) for PHM-

20M8U
110 VA max. (124 VA when used with BKM-301HD) for PHM-
14M8U

Dimensions:(Approx) 450(W) X 458(H) X 557(D) mm (for PHM-20M8U)
(17 3/4 X 18 1/8 X 22 inches)
346 (W) X 340 (H) X 467 (D) mm  (for PHM-14M8U)
(13 5/8 X 13 1/2 X 18 1/2 inches)

Mass:(Approx) 34 kg (74 lb 15 oz) (for PHM-20M8U)
19 kg (41 lb 14 oz) (for PHM-14M8U)

Operating temperature: 0°C to 35°C (32°F to 95°F)
Humidity: 90% or less (non-condensing)

(Performance)
System: 1125/1080 lines  60 Hz, 59.94 Hz  2:1 16:9

(SMPTE 274M)
1125/1035 lines  60 Hz, 59.94 Hz  2:1 16:9
(SMPTE 240M)

525 lines 59.94 Hz,  1:1  4:3 (DXC-9000 mode)
525 lines  59.94 HZ, 1:1  16:9 

CRT: HR Trinitron CRT for PHM-20M8U
HR Trinitron CRT for PHM-14M8U

-  Phosphor: SMPTE-C
-  AG pitch: 0.30 mm for PHM-20M8U

0.25 mm for PHM-14M8U
-  Deflection: 90 degree
-  Gun: Ø 30.6 in9-line for PHM-20M8U

Ø 29.4 in9-line for PHM-14M8U
Center resolution: 700 TV lines (16:9 mode),

900 TV lines (4:3 mode) for PHM-20M8U
600 TV lines (16:9 mode), 
800 TV lines (4:3 mode) for PHM-14M8U

Frequency response: 24 MHz +0 dB-3 dB (YPbPr)
22 MHz +0 dB-3 dB (GBR)

Normal scan: 7% overscan
Underscan: 5% underscan 
Convergence center: 0.5 mm (typical) for PHM-20M8U

0.4 mm (typical) for PHM-14M8U
Convergence peripheral: 0.6 mm (typical) for PHM-20M8U

0.5 mm (typical) for PHM-14M8U
Stability of raster size: Less than 1.0%
Color temperature: D65/D93/USER 1/ USER 2

Multi Resolution Telecine
FVS-1000 System

General
Power consumption: Approx. 2.5 kW
Dimensions: 1175 (W) X 1798 (H) X 780 (D) mm

(46 3/8 X 71 1/4 X 30 3/4 inches)
Mass: Approx. 500 kg (1100 lb  37 oz)

Film Transport System
Film format: 35 mm, Super 35 mm (4&3 perforation)

Optional: 16 mm, Super 16 mm
Film type: Negatives, Prints, Inter positives
Film gate: 3&4 perf. 35 mm film gate with perf. position detector

35 mm slide gate
Optional: 16 mm film gate with perforation position detector

Film capacity: Max. 3000 ft.
Film frame rate: 23.976, 24, 24.975, 25, 29.97, 30 Fps

forward and reverse mode
Visible shuttle mode: Max. 200 Fps

Film Image Acquisition System
Image acquisition device: 3-chip 2 million pixels FIT type area array CCD
Light source: Xenon lamp 300 W
Light valve: R,G and B independent digital control
Diffuser: Integrating sphere

Primary Color Correction System
Optical gain control: 0 to 4.0 density range 

R, G, B and Master
Sampling rate and quantization: 3 @ 12 bits logarithmic R/G/B independent @ 74 MHz
Processing sample rate 
and quantization: 3 @ 16 bits linear R/G/B independent @ 74 MHz

Video Output
HDTV: 1920 x 1080, 10 bit, Y/R-Y/B-Y (4:2:2) , R/G/B (4:4:4)
SDTV: 525/59.94, Y/R-Y/B-Y (4:2:2, 8:4:4)  or R/G/B (4:4:4,

8:8:8) 
625/50, Y/R-Y/B-Y (4:2:2, 8:4:4) or R/G/B (4:4:4, 8:8:8)

Supplied Accessories
Operation and maintenance manual (1)
Installation manual (1)

HDM-20E1U/14E1U/14E5U
(General)
Power requirements: AC 100 to 240 V ±10%, 50/60 Hz
Power consumption: 195 VA max. for HDM+20E1U

155 VA max. for HDM-14E1U
170 VA max. for HDM14E5U

Dimensions: 444 X 414 X 570 mm (for HDM-20E1U)
(w x h x d) (17 1/2 X 16 3/8 X 22 1/2 inches)

346 X 280 X 530 mm (for HDM-14E1U)
(13 5/8 X 11 1/8 X 20 7/8 inches)
482 X 280 X 530 mm (for HDM-14E5U)
(19 X 11 1/8 X 20 7/8 inches)

Mass: Approx. 38 kg (83 lb 12 oz) (for HDM-20E1U)
Approx. 23 kg (50 lb 11 oz) (for HDM-14E1U)
Approx. 26 kg (57 lb 5 oz)(for HDM-14E5U)

Operating temperature: 0°C to 35°C (32°F to 95°F)
Humidity: 90% or less (non-condensing)

(Performance)
System: 1125/1080 lines  60 Hz, 59.94 Hz  2:1 16:9

(SMPTE 274M)
1125/1035 lines  60 Hz, 59.94 Hz  2:1 
16:9 (SMPTE 240M)
525 lines  59.94 HZ, 1:1  16:9

CRT: HR Trinitron CRT  for HDM-20E1U
HR Trinitron CRT for HDM-14E1U/14E5U

-  Phosphor: SMPTE-C
-  AG pitch: 0.25 mm for HDM-20E1U

0.22 mm for HDM-14E1/14E5U
-  Deflection: 90 degree
-  Gun: ø 30.6 in9-line for HDM-20E1U

ø 29.4 in9-line for HDM-14E1U/14E5U
Center resolution: 850 TV lines for HDM-20E1U

700 TV lines for HDM-14E1U/14E5U
Frequency response: 60 Hz to 30 MHz +1dB-3dB
Normal scan: 5% overscan
Underscan: 3% underscan 
Geometry error Less than 1.0% of the picture height 
Convergence center: 0.4 mm for HDM-20E1U

0.3 mm for HDM14E1/14E5U
Convergence peripheral: 0.7 mm for HDM-20E1U

0.6 mm for HDM-14E1/14E5U
Stability of raster size: Less than 1.0%
Color temperature: D65/D93/USER
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